STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Thursday 21st September, 2017

So this is the first Study Group session after the summer break and the competition event in
Akita, Japan and the body feels refreshed yet a little stale! :-(

We began the session with our familiar functional warming up exercises. There were three
new students in attendance, so some instruction was necessary in the detail and the
purpose.

One of the exercises starts in seiza and by using an upward spiral movement in the torso
and pivoting on the knee, the opposite leg swings around to the rear as its opposing arm
swings around to the front. This raising action causes the body to "open" in the hip area and
is similarly it is "opened" across the chest and shoulders. An application of this is used in
the Koryu Dai San - Kneeling section.

Another of the exercises focusses on trying to create a three dimensional figure of "8"
movement using the Breast-bone or Sternum (Kyokotsu).

We continued the session looking at Tegatana Awase from the perspective of the elbow and
maintaining the centre line. It was interesting to feel the difference when the mind was
focussed on the wrist; point of contact. In this situation the elbow tended to drift away from
the centre line!

We looked at the Shomen Attack and the use of the ankles to complete the movement.
Overall the effectiveness of the movement improved.

In pairs we looked at Shomen Ate, Aigamae Ate and Gyakugamae Ate.

From an effective "One-step-to-target" Shomen Attack, Tori must move from the Sternum
(Kyokotsu) to avoid being struck. The arm movements are from the four basic hand blade
movements. It matters not weather the attack is to the head, or in the case of a grip, the
wrist. The arm and body movement will be the same. To establish this idea a regular wrist
grip into Oshitaoshi was practised.

For the free play element of the session the three new students were given the opportunity
to try out their four newly learned techniques with the more experienced students in timed
bouts of Tanto Kakarigeiko.

To close we did some relaxing movements by rolling back and forth with the focus on the
raising and retraction of the Sternum (Kyokotsu) to assist the movement.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Friday 22nd September, 2017

This evening’s class was small in numbers. We continued with our studies with the concept
of Taikan and the correct use of the elbow and how this may be applied to Basic Kata.

First we looked at the attack.
Start in Kamae with the body line forward and stretched. The elbow is focussed towards
your partner. Use gravity to start the movement towards your partner, and then use Tsugi
Ashi footwork to reach the target. At the target continue to use the effect of gravity as you
Tsugi Ashi again to complete the attack.

Notes


Tori, not too early, not too late with the start of avoidance.



Move from the Sternum (Kyokotsu).



For Shomen Ate combine outside sweep and inside turn, the movement must initiate
from the Sternum (Kyokotsu).



For Aigamae Ate combine outside turn and inside turn the movement must initiate
from the Sternum (Kyokotsu) and the rear leg sweeps around.



For Gyakugamae Ate and Gedan Ate, using one hand; outside turn, inside sweep
action to grasp Uke's wrist the movement must initiate from the Sternum (Kyokotsu)
as it is moved backwards and upwards.



Direct the elbow towards the target.



The hand blade aims between the eyes.



For Ushiro Ate use the leading hand action outside turn, inside sweep whilst moving
across the back of Uke.

In each case:


The Sternum (Kyokotsu) rises along the body line to finish.



Touch with the hand but throw from the elbow.

Gedan Ate into Oshitaoshi was used to illustrate an opening in Gedan when Uke physically
blocks the Gyakugamae Ate threat.

戴冠 (TAIKAN)
Literally it means “crowning” or “crowned”, bodily sensation.
By standing and leaning to one side so that all your weight is on one leg then put the
hand on the side leant on behind the head. From the ground upwards, stretch that
side of your body – remember that sensation. Now raise the arm, from the elbow
and stretch through to the finger tips – remember the sensation. Now try the same
with the other side – remember the sensation. Finally lift both of your arms and
reach upwards, stretching and forming one vertical line all the way to your fingertips –
remember the sensation.
Now move the line forwards by rotating the ankles – remember the sensation. You
are elevated maybe a feeling of being “Crowned” is felt?

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Saturday 23rd September, 2017

Today we ran a morning session for Randori training and in the afternoon a Shihan Dai
training session with Eddy and Adrian.

RANDORI SESSION
First the group ran through their functional warming up.
Then time for Tegatana Awaze practise.
The main part of the session was devoted to Randori applications of Gedan Ate and
Sumiotoshi. In each case we looked at the timing aspect; how to move without giving the
opponent unnecessary and undue warning. We practised these applications starting from
Tegatana Awase, first entering from a standing position and then by lowering and entering.
We attempted to use the concepts studied during the functional exercises, one of these
being the use of the effect of gravity. This session developed into a physically demanding
one for all, but a most enjoyable one.

SHIHAN DAI SESSION
This was a more cerebrally challenging session where we worked on elements of Koryu Dai
San – Weapons; Sword Take and Jo Take.
We studied how by using our Kyokotsu training and the correct use of the movement of the
elbow, we could significantly improve these applications.

REST & RELAXATION SESSION

So after two intensive Aikido
sessions,
the
first
physically
intensive and the second more
mentally challenging, it was time for
some earned rest and relaxation.
This was in the atmosphere of our
regular Antwerp hostelry, “Den Tir”.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Sunday 24th September, 2017

This morning we started the session with much needed functional exercises. They had a
therapeutically relaxing and loosening effect after the work-out in yesterday’s session.
We continued to work with our studies on the benefits gained by using the Kyokotsu as a
focal point to movement. With today’s session the student mix was different to yesterday
and with a new set of difficulties. We began with Tegatana Awaze into each of the five
Atemi Waza techniques of Basic Kata. As a close to this section we practised the concept of
Rendo whereby we began with Gyakugamae Ate, which was “countered” by Uke with an
attempted “block”, leaving them vulnerable for Oshitaoshi. All this was done in a continuous,
non-stopping, non-jerky way.

To close the session we practised the first three sword-take techniques of Koryu Dai San –
Weapons. As with Basic Kata the emphasis was placed on the movement of the Kyokotsu
and its relationship with the elbow.

The first Study Group session after the summer break is now
finished.
Mostly we are all very "full". . . but some are observed as being
completely "emptied" :-)

As it was warm and sunny in the
afternoon, we decided to go for a walk in
Kielpark with baby Tristan, before having
dinner and drinks at our favourite
restaurant, T’Pakhuis.

And so until next month it’s a big thank you and hugs to Eddy and Gina for their hospitality
and kindness.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO SESSIONS FOR 2017 . . .
07-08Oct2017 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput
11-12Nov2017 Almussafes, SPAIN with Eddy Wolput
09-10Dec2017 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO SESSIONS FOR 2018 . . .
06-07Jan2018 Antwerp, BELGIUM with Eddy Wolput

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Tradition and Knowledge
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Eddy Wolput
7th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan
Frits van Gulick
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Yoshiomi Inoue
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Instructors/Examiners Study Group Tomiki Aikido
Adrian Tyndale
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Gina De Weerdt
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Koos de Graaff
5th Dan (JAA)
Mike Thraves
5th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai
Pierre Alain Zeiter
5th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai

For those who are “Facebook-less” we have an alternative way of communicating our
studies via:
STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Wikispaces
https://study-group-tomiki-aikido.wikispaces.com/

For archived Study Group Tomiki Aikido reports please see:
http://www.aikidouk.co.uk/study-group-reports.htm

